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Controlling
Communications
Florida city improves its control structures with SCADA
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control the gates before, during and after
tropical storms and hurricanes without
putting Palm Coast crews at risk,” said
Mike Brennan, storm water manager for
the city of Palm Coast. Brennan uses the
option board to operate the electrically
actuated gates and monitor rainfall.
The analog outputs remotely control the
gates. The pulse inputs give Brennan
rainfall data to compare with rising
water levels. He uses this assessment to
track the rate of change. Data collected
from the rain tipping buckets notify
decision makers of changing conditions
in order to take corrective action if a
storm changes direction.
“There have been a few instances
where a tropical storm threatens the
area, but changes direction at the last
minute,” Brennan said. “By that time, we
would have already removed the stop
logs from the control structures to drain
the canals in preparation for a storm
that isn’t going to hit the city. Then
we would be left with dry canals and
residents complaining about the lack of
water in the canals.”
Rainfall data let Brennan know when
adjustments must be made. For example,
if 2 to 3 in. of rain fall, he knows the gates
need to be opened by a corresponding
amount. If the storm switches direction,
he is able to quickly close the gates to
stop the flow of water.
“What used to take us three to four
days now takes us a couple of minutes,”
Brennan said. “We are able to control the
water levels instantly without risking the
safety of our employees.”
The elevation in Palm Coast ranges
from sea level to 35 ft. The purpose-built
storm water system mimics the original
water table by holding back water with
the surface water control structures. All
the water formerly would drain off without the structures, leaving the wetland
areas parched and reducing the amount
of water stored in the city’s well fields.
Ultimately, the hydraulic head on the
groundwater table would decrease and
allow saltwater to leach underneath the
freshwater, eventually overpowering it.
The system gives city officials the ability
to closely monitor surface water levels
within the canals and maintain a steady
head pressure on the groundwater table.
“If water levels get too low, we are
notified. This allows us to be proactive,

rather than reactive,” Brennan said. The
new option boards and RTUs offer Palm
Coast officials complete oversight, even
in inclement weather. The system saves
the city time, money and water, and
gives city crews the ability to efficiently
prepare for a storm.
“When I need to change a gate position, I log into our Mission Web portal on
my iPad. I make a few changes and that’s
it,” Brennan said.
Brennan anticipates a substantial cost

savings once every gate has an RTU. City
officials plan to retrofit many more gates
with the Mission SCADA system over the
next few years. SWS
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